(1)
2^,x'k -a (m°d p), k ^ 1, s ^ 1, p a prime, v-l is of interest in connection with Waring's Problem and also in connection with the finding of resolvent equations for the irreducible cyclotomic equation f (2) x"-1 + x"-2 + ■ ■ • + x + 1 = 0, p an odd prime.
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain general formulas for the number of solutions of (1) which cover all cases, and at the same time to obtain certain results for more general congruences of the type (3) 2>,*,* * a (mod n) (* £ 1, * fc 1), i-.1 where Oi, • • • , a" a and n are any integers. By the number of solutions of (3) is meant the number of sets of integers Xi, • • • , x, satisfying (3) and such that 0 ex, <n(v = 1, • • • , s). A solution X\, ■ ■ ■ , x. of (3) is said to be primitive in case at least one of Xi, • • • , x, is prime to ». We pass at once to the consideration of congruences of the type (3) with n a power of aprime. For such congruences, with a, = l(i» = l, • • • , s), Landau,:): in connection with his exposition of the Hardy-Littlewood theorems on Waring's Problem, has given reduction formulas by means of which the numbers of solutions for higher powers of the prime may be obtained from those for lower powers. Similar formulas can be shown to hold under certain conditions when the coefficients are more general. V. A. Lebesgue § discussed at some length congruences of the type (4) 2^1a'x'n -a (mod p = hm + 1), m ^ 2, p an odd prime, i-i with a view to the application of his results to the finding of resolvent equations for (2). His method consisted, first, in obtaining a congruence giving the residue modulo p of the number of solutions of (4) by means of which, for small primes and s = 1 or 2, this number could be found; second, in showing that the number of solutions of (4) in case 5 > 2 may ultimately be found from the numbers of solutions of congruences in one or two unknowns; and third, in obtaining a formula for the number of solutions of (4) which involves the roots of (2).
The methods of this paper are similar to those of Lebesgue with certain modifications and extensions. It is shown that a congruence (3), with n a prime, is equivalent, for the problem under discussion, either to a linear congruence, in which case complete results are known, or to a congruence of the type (4). The greater part of the following discussion is concerned with congruences of the latter type.
The formulas here obtained for the number of solutions of s (5) 2^1X? -a (moa p = hm + l), m ^ 2, p an odd prime, >-i are of the nature of recursion formulas. For m = 2 they may be obtained from those of Jordan quoted in §3. For m^3, the formulas depend upon certain integers for the determination of which a general method is given. These results also include a method of determining the coefficients of the reduced form of the wie resolvent of (2), with p = hm+l.
The case m = 5 is treated in detail by a special method, and the integers mentioned above are expressed in terms of an integral solution of two simultaneous quadratic Diophantine equations in four variables which are shown to have exactly eight distinct solutions for any given prime of the form 5A+1. These simultaneous equations play the same rôle for the case m = 5 as that played by the well known single equations *3+27y2 = 4/> and x2+4y2 = p, for primes of the forms 3h+l and 4A+1, respectively, in the determination of the cubic and biquadratic resolvents of (2) for these cases, respectively.
In the final section, which is independent of the earlier sections except the first, are discussed sufficient conditions on s in order that (3), for a given k^2 and a, = l (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , s), may have a solution for every choice of integers a and n.
1. Congruences with a composite modulus. Before passing to the case of a prime modulus to which the greater part of this paper is devoted, we state* some results for the congruence (3). respectively. Then if n and n' are relatively prime the number of solutions of
is NN'.
Evidently to every solution of (8) corresponds a solution of (6) and a solution of (7). Conversely, let (xi, ■ ■ ■ , x,) and (xi, ■ • • , xi ) be solutions of (6) and (7) respectively. Then (xi+^n, • • • , x, + £,n) and («í+£í»', • • ■ , *.'+£.'»')> where £" and £"'<V = 1, • • • , s) axe any integers, satisfy (6) and (7) respectively. Since n is prime to »', and Xi, • • ■ , X, axe determined uniquely modulo nn' and satisfy (8), since n and n' axe relatively prime.
The following notation is that of Landau (loc. cit.) except that we here let ¿ = 1 instead of restricting k to be^2, the latter restriction not being necessary for the present purpose. For fixed ¿^1 and s^l, M(pl; a) and N(p'; a) denote the number of solutions and the number of primitive solutions, respectively, of * The lemma is stated by Hermite, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 47 (1854), pp. 351-7; Oeuvres, vol. 1, p. 243 . Theorems 2 and 3 are proved by Landau (loc. cit.). Theorem 3. Assume a^O. Ze/ a = pßk+° a0, |8^0, 0^a<^, a0 prime to p.
Then if ltßk+a+l, whence afáO imodp1), ß
Mipl;a) = 2Zpaik~1),'Nipl-ak;a/p<'k). In view of Theorem 1 we may restrict attention to the case of (3) when n is a power of a prime. If, further, the coefficients in (3) are all unity, we need only consider powers of the prime at most equal to the corresponding P, defined as in (10), and then determine the numbers of solutions for higher powers by Theorems 2, 3 and 4. In particular, if p is an odd prime not dividing k and the coefficients are all unity, the problem for any power of the prime reduces to the case of a prime modulus. Similar results to those of Theorems 3 and 4 hold for arbitrary coefficients. An inspection of Landau's proof of Theorem 2 will show that similar results to those of this theorem hold for any set of coefficients each of which is prime to the modulus, but, if the coefficients do not satisfy this condition, such results do not necessarily hold.
2. Preliminary results for a prime modulus. We state* here a number of general theorems and introduce notation in terms of which relations are given which will be needed in § §3 and 4. ofp-l.
The proof follows from the well known theorem that if r ^ 1, p-i 2Z,xT = 0 or 1 (mod p) Theorem 6. Let m be the greatest common divisor of k and p -l, and let p -l =hm. Then the number of solutions of (11) is the same as the number of solutions of (13) 2~La"x'7> -a imoà p = hm + 1). It is clear that to a solution of (14) there corresponds exactly the same number of solutions of (11) as of (13) and the theorem quoted.
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In case m = l, the number of solutions of (13) is p3"1. Henceforth we assume m^2, p = hm+l, kçtl. It proves convenient to write (13) in a different form. Let g be a primitive root modulo p. Then, in view of (12), there exist nonnegative integers al} ■ ■ ■ , am such that a,=ga' (mod p) (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , s),and, in case a^O (mod p), we may write a=g" (mod p). We write (13) making the change of notation indicated. It is obvious that the integers ah ■ ■ • , a, and a may be reduced modulo m without affecting the number of solutions of (15) or of (16). We make use of this repeatedly in what follows.
Let R be any root of (2). It is shown* in the theory of cyclotomy that if g is any primitive root modulo p = hm + l, the m periods rj0, ■ ■ ■ , i7"_i of the roots of (2) 
287-290).
From the form of T"(ai, • ■ • , as) it follows that, for a fixed primitive root g modulo p and a given set of exponents ai, • • • , a", this sum is independent of the root R of (2). On the other hand, for a given set of exponents ax, ■ ■ ■ , as, this sum depends in general upon the primitive root g modulo p, but it is understood in what follows that, for a given prime p, g is fixed throughout. The results stated in this theorem* are well known consequences of the theory of indices and they are independent of the primitive root g.
By means of Theorems 8 and 9 we easily obtain Theorem 10. If h is even
For example, suppose h is even and let A = X*"» B = g°ym. The first relation of the theorem follows from Theorem 9. The other relations are proved similarly.
Theorem 11.
Theorem 12. // h is even,
if h is odd, * For a proof based on Theorem 5, see Lebesgue (loc. cit. (1837), pp. 256-7, 260) .
In Theorem 5 take P = a:i'B+g<a;2m-g' and the theorem follows at once. We note that certain relations hold modulo p between the binomial coefficients that appear in these formulas when m > 2. These relations may be obtained by noting that, for i = 1, • • • , w,
In view of a theorem of Lebesgue (loc. cit. (1837), p. 260) to the effect that A^j, is a multiple of m less than mp, Theorem 12 affords a means of determining Ni,-completely. This method is not practicable, however, for large primes. The following theorem affords an easier method for any given case provided a table of the indices of the integers 1, ■ ■ ■ , p -1 with respect to g is available. Let u be any integer of the set
We denote* by Kab the number of integers in the set (18) for which (19) Ind,, u = a, Ind" (u + 1) = b (modw).
Theorem 13. According as h is even or odd,
where, in both cases, r = 0 in case i-jfe0,j^0 (mod m), r = l in case i-j^éO, j=0ori-j=0,jfáQ (mod m) and r = 2in case i -j =j=0 (mod m).
Case l. h even. We have Ind ( -l) = 0 (mod m) whence Ntj is the number of solutions of determines exactly m values of x modulo p. Hence to each u as described there correspond exactly m2 distinct solutions of (20) and (21). It is clear that to distinct m's satisfying the conditions prescribed the corresponding solutions of (20) and (21) These complete the discussion of (1) and a similar extension of definition is to be understood, in this section and §4, in all cases where subscripts or superscripts have reference to exponents of the primitive root g modulo p employed in the definitions. It is easily shown
Hence, by (26),
By Theorem 7, pMn= p3+hT(0,i,j). Before proceeding with the proof we note that the form of E,_, depends upon s -t and m only, and it is clear that (38) Fo = 1, Fi = 0, 2>_,Xr = 2>_«X« * (2ásí m). (23), (24), (33) In reducing the right member of this equation we note, first,
Next, by the Lemma,
Hence, on substituting and rearranging,
where X^ is given by (34). Hence, by (43),
This completes the induction for the first part of the proof. For the second part of the proof, we have, by Theorem 7, 
868-72.
[October In terms of the notation of this paper, by (24) and (25) For a given prime p = 3h+l, (49) has exactly four distinct solutions in integers, and of these one and only one satisfies (50) where g is any given primitive root modulo p. Take g to be the primitive root used in defining the X,,-. Then the X<,-are given by (48).
Theorem 18. 7/m = 4, the sixteen integer s X<;-(¿,i = 0, 1, 2, 3), defined for a fixed odd prime p = $h+l and a fixed primitive root g modulo p, determine integers x and y such that For a given prime p = 4h+l, (52) has exactly four distinct solutions in integers, and of these one and only one satisfies (53) where g is any given primitive root modulo p. Take g to be the primitive root used in defining the X¡,. Then the X"-are given by (51).
To complete the results for m = 3 and m = 4, we give the formulas for X/0, Ct(t = 2, ■ ■ ■ , m) which are found by means of Theorems 15-18. Thus, for m = 3, X3(<) =X0i is given by (48), and C2 = 3p, C3 = px. For m = 4, h even, X3(<) =Xoí is given by (51), and we find
For m = 4, h odd, X3(0 =X0l-is given by (51), and we find, in this case, 4. Fifth powers. We now discuss, by special methods, the case m = 5, p = 5h+l, and find formulas for the X;,-(i, j = 0, • • • , 4) in terms of an integral solution of the two quadratic equations (63) and (64) below. The results correspond to those of Theorems 17 and 18 for m = 3 and m = 4 respectively, and also yield the coefficients of the reduced form of the quintic resolvent* of (2) for any given prime /> = 5A+1.
We assume throughout that p is a fixed odd prime of the form 5A+1. It is at once evident that h is even. From (27) 
X12 -X21 -Xu -X41 -Xm -X43, _ Xl3 = X31 = X24 = ^42 = X23 = X32.
* The quintic resolvent of (2), for p=5h+l, was found by Burnside (Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 14 (1915), pp. 251-259) by methods not involving congruences. His formulas depend upon the solution of two equations in four unknowns which are much more complicated than those of this paper. To obtain further relations, we write the congruence in the two forms (54) and (55) in (56) 
Hence in
Xi + x2 + x3 + x4 = -3x,
-xi + X2 -x3 + x4 = 25y, -Xi -X2 + x3 + x4 = 25z,
x is an integer, and it follows easily from Theorem 13 and (28) that y, z and w axe integers. The solution of (61), together with (54) and (55) We solve (67), 2, and (67), 5, for P and Q and get i-2r + r2 -r* + 2r*)P = -(2r3 + f4K + (2r3 + r*)x2, i-2r + r2-ri + 2ri)Q = (2r4 + r2)xx -(2r + r3)x2 (mod i).
In view of (70), we find on multiplying (71) by r-r4, 5P = (-1 + 2r2 + r3 -2r4)*i + (-1 -2r + r2 + 2r3), 5Q m (2 -r -r4)*i + (2 -r2 -r4)x2 (mod />).
By solving the pairs (67), 3, (67), 4, and (67), 6, (67), 7, and then multiplying by r2 -r3 and r -r2 -r^+r* respectively, we get 5P = (-1 + r -2r3 + 2r4)x2 + (-1 + 2r -2r2 + r4)x3, 5Q m (2 -r -r2)x2 + (2 -r> -r*)x3 (mod i), and 5P =" (-2 + r + r*)yi + (-2 + r2 + r3)y2,
5Q = (-2 + r2 + r3)yx + (-2 + r +r*)y2 (mod p).
From (74), on substituting for yi and y2 from (62), we find -2P s x + 5(r -r2 -r3 + r*)w,
, , x -2Q = x + 5(-r + r2 + r3 -r*)w (mod p).
Next, add the two congruences in (72) and the two congruences in (73), and then substitute from (62). In this way we get (76) S(y + z)(r + 2r2 -2r3 -r*) =■ 4x -3x(l + r2 + r3) + 25w(l + r2 + r3), and (77) S(y-z)(2r -r2 + r3 -2r4) = 4x -3x(l + r + r4) -25w(l + r + r4),
respectively. Finally, solve (76) and (77) In order to prove the next theorem we shall need the following lemmas.
Lemma. 1. // (x, y, z, w) is an integral solution of (63), x, y, z and w are either all odd or all even.
The truth of this lemma is easily verified by taking (63) modulo 8. A further result, easily obtained by noting that 16/» = 16 (mod 32) and taking (63) modulo 32, is that the greatest common divisor of x, y, z and w is 1 or 4.
Lemma 2. // (x, y, z, w) is an integral solution of (63) and (64) together, then xwféO (mod p).
To prove x^O (mod p) we first suppose p>ll. By (63), | x| ^ 4p1'2 < pií p > 16.
Hence if ^ = 5A+1>11, x=0 (mod p) implies z = 0. Then (64) implies y = z = 0, and by (63), I25w2 = 16p, which is impossible. Similarly, w^O (mod p). If p = 11, the only solutions of (63) and (64) (63) and (64) together, then z2-125w2^0 (mod p).
By Lemma 1, x2-l2Sw2=Q (mod 4). Hence z2-125w2 = 0 (mod p) implies x2 -125 w2 = lap, a an integer. By (63), | x2 -125w2| < x2 + 125w2g 16/>, the first inequality holding since xw^O by Lemma 2. Also, by (63), x2 -I25w2 = x2 = I6p = 1 (mod 5).
Hence a= -1 and x2 -l25w2= -4p. Subtracting this from (63), we obtain 25;y2 + 25z2 + 250w2 = 20p, which is impossible since p^O (mod 5).
Theorem 20. Let p = 5h+l be a fixed positive odd prime. Then (63) a»a"
(64) together have exactly 8 distinct solutions in integers, and, if ix, y, z, w) is one solution, all solutions are (± x, ± y, ± z, ± w), (± x, + z, ± y, + w),
(+ x, + z, ± y, ± w), i+ x, ± y, ± z, + w).
Of these, one and only one satisfies (65) and (78), 1, where r satisfies (68) and g is any given primitive root modulo p.
By Theorem 19, (63) and (64) together have an integral solution ix, y, z, w). By trial, it is easily verified that each of the eight sets (79) satisfies (63) and (64). That these are distinct solutions follows since xw^Oby Lemma 2 whence y and z are not both zero by (64). We now assume that (x, y, z, w) is a solution of (63) and (64) together and prove the remaining parts of the theorem.
Square (63) (78), 2. Clearly r is determined uniquely by ix, y, z, w). Conversely, by the remarks of this paragraph, it is easily seen that, if r is any preassigned root of (69) satisfying (70), we may assume that ix, y, z, w) is one of the associates, (79), such that (78) holds. Now suppose that ixx, yx, zx, wx) is an integral solution of (63) and (64) together distinct from the associates, (79), of ix, y, z, w). By the preceding paragraph, we may assume that (78) holds with x, y, z and w replaced by Xi, yx, zx and wx respectively. We substitute for yi and Zi from these relations and for y and z from (78), and easily verify that xxx + 2Syyx + 2Szzx + l2Swwx = 0 (mod p).
Denote the absolute value of the left member of this congruence by A, whence 4=0 (mod p). Since ix, y, z, w) and (xx, yx, zx, wx) are solutions of 
implies Xi2 = X2, Xi = + X, and (xi, yx, zx, wx) is one of the associates (91) (± x, ± y, ± z, ± w) of (x, y, z, w), a contradiction of the assumption concerning (xi, yi, zx, wx).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we have only to note that, first, two and only two of the associates, (79), of a solution (x, y, z, w) of (63) and (64) together satisfy also (78) for a preassigned root of (69) satisfying (70), and these may be taken to be (91); second, by (63), x= ±1 (mod 5), hence one and only one of these associates satisfies also (65).
Corollary.
Let g be the primitive root modulo p used in defining the X¡,-. Then r, given by (68), is a unique root of (69) satisfying (70). // (x, y, z, w) is the unique solution of (63) and (64) together which satisfies (65) and (78), the Xi, are given by (62).
In terms of the integers x, y, z and w oí (62), we calculate some of the integers which appear in the formula of Theorem 15 in case m = 5, p = 5h+l. (93) and (x, y, z, w) is any integral solution of (63) and (64) together such that x = l (mod 5). The equation of the periods Vo, • ■ ■ , v* °f the roots of (2) is then obtained from (17) by the substitution £ = l+5?j.
We employ Theorem 5 to obtain congruences yielding the residues modulo p = 5h+l of the binomial coefficients P and Q defined in (66). That theorem yields MT = -4PQ, Ml0) = P2^ (mod /»).
By Theorem 15, we find M since C2 = C3=0 (mod p). We combine these relations with (92) and obtain ,,
. (0) 
M4 = -hi , M5 = -X6 (mod p), [October Theorem 22. Let p be a fixed prime of the form 5A + 1. Then if ix, y, z, w) is any solution of (63) and (64) together such that x = l (mod 5), the binomial coefficients P and Q, defined above, satisfy 2ix2 -125w2)P =--x3 + 625wyz, 2(x3 -625wyx)Q =■ -(x2 -125w2)2 (mod p).
5. On the existence of solutions. We indicate sufficient conditions on s in order that (1), with i^2a fixed integer, may have a solution whatever the integers a and n may be. For a fixed prime p, we use the notation 8, y and P defined in (10).
By Theorem 1, a necessary and sufficient condition that (1) have a solution for every a and n is that By this theorem and the preceding discussion, it follows that a sufficient condition in order that (1) have a solution for every a and n is s^R + l, where R is the maximum of r in (96) for all primes p. * Landau, Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie, vol. I, By way of example, let k = 5. We consider primes, />, under four cases as follows. First let p = 2. Then clearly r = 3. Second, suppose p^2, p^S and m = l. Evidently r = l. Third, let m = S. Then r = 5 since 7 = 1. Finally, let p = 5. Then r = 6 since 7 = 2. Since these four cases exhaust all primes, it is clear that for k = 5 we have R = 6, whence, by the preceding discussion, s ^ 7 is a sufficient condition that (1), with k = 5, have a solution for every a and n. It is easily shown, however, that s^5 is a sufficient condition in case k = 5. For, clearly i^5 is sufficient for primes of the first two cases. Next, by Theorem 23, 5 = 5 is sufficient for any prime of Case 3 if a is not divisible by the prime. By Theorem 9, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
